Govinda Dasa College, Surathkal
Student Satisfaction Survey -2019-20

Under Criterion II of Teaching –Learning and Evaluation

Give three observation /suggestion to improve the overall teaching learning process in your institution.


No suggestions



No suggestions



Nothing



No suggestion



Everything is good I guess there is no observation or suggestions to improve the teaching processing bz
they have done their teaching job very we'll



No suggestions..



use projectors or smart class to understand the concepts well



Teachers commonly evaluate internal assessments based on their favourite students and rest all other
students are more likely to attain less than half of the mark.



Give a prompt feedback, like appropriate feedback on their performance whether it may be moderate one or
the neutral which depends on them ( students) because, even the students need help in evaluation in their
current knowledge & their capabilities too this may help in their up coming results .



Encourage each and every students. Don't make partiality with students, because it effects them mentally...



Shuffle the students in each class . Every students may make what teachers say..so stop saying 2 or 4
student to make seminar etc.



Installation of projectors in each class



Try to Finish the syllabus before exams



None



Nothing



Overall everything is good



one thing i would like to say is while taking attendance the two guys will come to class in middle while your
calling attendance what happens is that the one guy who is from the starting rool no will not get attendance
so the other who is somewhat nearer to last roll no will get attendance so either don’t give for both...



Compulsory aptitude test for all students Conducting sessions at least thrice a month about how to face
interview and what next after our degree



Understand our problem first



More programs on life skills and employability skill development.



Nothing.. Everything is good..



Good but has to develop more modern teaching methods



Good teaching skill



Use more effective method of presentation



Freedom and space



Good



The Teaching way can be more effective



Try to make teaching understandable and not boring



Good interaction with weak students.



More of practical training than theory should be adopted.



Solving previous years question papers



No suggestion mam and sir



Complete the portion bit earlier



Each teachers teaching is different from each other we can't judge overall from above questions Overall
teaching is good, each and every teachers put their 100% on us to understand clearly the concepts



Giving more examples and take the classes



Should give equal opportunity for every student Library period should be given atleast once in a week



Giving enough examples about the topic so that the students can get enough information. And I think
teachers should use more and more LCD projectors while teaching it would be more entertaining and easy
to understand the concept.



Explain the topic with animated videos



Mainly interacting with students while teaching in english to improve our communicating skill



Try to complete portions well in advance. Prepare students for internals.



Teaching process is very good



All students must get equal opportunity. 2. Correct teacher for correct subject.



Add more practical session



By giving needed skills, more trainings to student in their specific interested fields.



No suggession



Bsc students must be taken to some industries (chemical Or any other) 2. Importance must be given to
Internship programs 3. Digital learning should be encouraged



Don't restrict the programms only to particular students(like nss, rotaract students etc).Include all interested
students to participate in the programms.



Encourage the students to participate in the competitive exam and also give complete details about that.



Use black board effectively while teaching and use of projector would also be more effective.



1)make sure of students presence in the class 2)always explain with an example 3) good interaction with
students while teaching



Explanations should be more detailed than in the texkbooks.No partialities should be done between any
students in the class. The proper guidelines should be given to all of the student in a particular class and if
the teacher feels any inappropriate change in an student, then do approach the same student rather than
revealing indirectly in front of the whole class.



There is no any suggestion require because the teaching was very good. And our teachers are best in each
and every time.



At present teaching level is Good. This institution support to both Studies & Co-curricular activities.



No suggestion



Learning should not limit within 4 walls of the college overall learning should include doing experiments in
our own college, visiting at least once in companies to know about their working activities ,communications
etc, and seeking any help that we can provide them by making websites for them



Have to improve the lab equipment And giving examples while teaching



Don't do partiality in giving internal assessment marks... Always giving full marks to the student who is
topper in the class or to their pet students if they got less marks in internal exams...



Already there teaching is good



The teaching and support of teachers must be continued



Make compulsory to participation of every student in extra curricular activity...to grow their self confidence!!



They must friendly with us They should not point to particular student and insult them They shouldn't give
mental torches to us and force us to participate in particular activities Govindas pu college teaching staffs
are excellent and friendly with us ..



Let them treat every student in the same manner



1.Concentrate more on practical learning. 2.lnteract with students while teaching in order to improve
communicative skill. 3.Talk more about the recent issues going around, along with syllabus.



Teachers should prepare more



Try to deduct fees of this academic year, try to collect only tuition fees



carrier guidance related to the subject



Teachers should communicate to all the students in class



Good education excellent teaching College can give more importance to seminars



Good communication with students... And well understand students



My lecturers are very supportive and try to interact with almost every student during class. They make sure
that all Students are actively listening to their lecture.



make teaching simple and modern



Everything is perfect...teaching faculty, explanation...etc



It is glad to say that our college is very good for learn moral and technical education.



Overall teaching learning process is good. Thank you.



Excellent teaching and always encourage students in all activities.



give more exposure to research and paper presentations.



It provides good teaching-learning environment.. staffs always give their best to understanding the topics..
very well teaching.. Thank you



Students should be encouraged based on their skills and not by their marks.



While explaining the topic give more example
o

Provide campus selection • Provide a good/bit huge staff room for the M.Sc faculties • Laboratory
must be improved



Good

